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Abstract 
Tait’s proof of strong normalization for the simply typed i-calculus is interpreted in a general 
model theoretical framework by means of the specification of a certain theory T and a certain 
model ‘u of T. The argumentation is partly reduced to formal predicate logic by the application 
of certain derivability properties of T. The resulting version of Tait’s proof is, within the same 
framework, systematically generalized to the Calculus of Constructions and other advanced 
type systems. The generalization proceeds along the formal level in the sense that T is modified 
first and that the new theory partly dictates the subsequent ransformation of ‘%, which is 
carried out in stages. The uniform and standardized character of the argumentation contributes 
to its perspicuity. 
0. Introduction 
This paper is part of a more general model theoretical study of strong normaliz- 
ation in type systems with a reduction relation. It illustrates how elementary concepts 
from model theory and predicate logic may be of help to systematize the presentation 
of advanced normalization proofs and to point out interesting connections, variants 
and generalizations in this area. (In this paper, “normalization proof” means always: 
“proof of strong normalization”; likewise for “normalization theorem”.) 
The normalization proofs to be considered here apply to certain type systems 
in the style of the Calculus of Constructions, equipped with P-reduction. These 
type systems belong to the class of the so-called In-type systems, to be discussed 
in Section 1. The global model theoretical idea behind the normalization proofs 
can easily be explained. We want to prove for a given type system S that all 
types and all typable terms of S are strongly normalizing; here with respect to 
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/I-reduction. The idea is the following. We define, in a language like that of predicate 
logic, a formal theory T such that 
(I) If, in S, A is a closed type of sort B or a closed term of type B (being also 
closed), then the atomic formula A : B is logically derivable from T. 
On the other hand we define an interpretation (or structure, say) 2I such that 
(II) 2I is a model of T, 
(III) If an existential formula (3x A :x), with (the term or the type) A closed, is true 
in 2I, then A is strongly normalizing. 
Then the desired result will follow by an application of the Soundness Theorem, 
known from logic; the details (as well as the precise formulations of the implicit 
assumptions) can be found in Section 2.3. 
Of course, this idea is not yet very strong in its own. Anyway, it belongs to its deeper 
intentions to reduce a substantial part of a normalization proof to smooth logical 
deductions (derivability from T) and, moreover, to set T up in such a way that T is 
transparent and provides a direct insight into some characteristic ingredients of the 
argumentation. The perspicuity of the normalization proof may benefit from this and 
it may also be the case that T gives rise to interesting additional observations and 
applications. 
Making these things more concrete we first note, on a preliminary level, that, for 
example, Tait’s well-known computability argument for the simply typed L-calculus, 
A’, is already implicitly of the, say, model theoretical form. This can be pointed out 
easily; see Section 2.3. In particular, the universe 1% 1 of 2I consists of all closed terms 
(with “terms” in the liberal sense; e.g., types are also terms) and if A is a closed term of 
type B, then A : B is true in 2I if and only if A is computable. (The latter notion will be 
recapitulated in Section 2.3.) The obvious T corresponding to Tait’s proof is simply an 
extension of the set of the formulas A: B that should be derivable according to (I) 
(with S = A’). The additional formulas in T enable a suitable inductive proof of (II). 
(III) amounts to the fact that each computable term is strongly normalizing. 
This example reveals nothing new so far. However, the point is that Tait’s argument 
can be shifted slightly more towards formal logic, namely by means of an interesting 
alternative choice of T. The resulting theory, to be denoted by T below (the old T as 
above will not be referred to anymore), is quite transparent and meets the deeper 
intentions of the present model theoretical approach. It simply consists of the 
following formulas: 
(1) A : B with A a AC-type and B the (only) AZ-sort * or with A a constant symbol of 
type B, 
(2) z: (A + B) o Vx(x: A a zx: B) with A and B AC-types (and x,z distinct vari- 
ables), 
(3) x : A A b : B =E- (;Lx : A. b)x : B with A and B ;L’-types and b any term. 
The axioms in (2) reflect directly a characteristic feature of Tait’s construction. Now 
the proof of (II) requires a bit less work and the proof of (I) (only) a bit more; in fact, in 
the latter case this amounts to a routine exercise in predicate logic. (See Section 2.3 for 
some more details. We will not refer to “2”) but, in the plural, to “J.‘-type systems”.) 
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After these observations the actual work starts. With this reformulation of Tait’s 
proof at hand we will be able to generalize it (even) more smoothly, namely along the 
formal level. (The generalizability of Tait’s method as such is already a well-known, 
and frequently exploited, fact. Now some tools from logic come in as an additional 
aid.) An elaboration can be found in Section 2, where in a uniform way strong 
normalization is proved for the polymorphic L-calculus, the Calculus of Construction 
and a large variety of other type systems. 
The situation is, globally explained, as follows. We must prove strong normaliz- 
ation for (the types and the typable terms of) some (UI-)type system S satisfying 
certain conditions (formulated in Theorem 2.1.2). We look for a suitable pair (2I’, T’) 
such that (I),(II),(III) hold with U’, T’ instead of ‘?I, T; that will be sufficient. Since 
S may be far more complicated than A’, it is not immediately clear how to generalize 
the construction of VI, as above, in an appropriate way. However, it is relatively easy 
to modify T (as above) appropriately; see Section 2.4. This sets the scene on the formal 
level. The subsequent construction of ‘?I’ (Sections 2.5.2.6) is still rather technical, but 
can be carried out quite systematically from this perspective. Within the light of T and 
T’ it becomes more clear how to transpose the ingredients of the old ‘?I to the 
(higher-order) level of the intended ‘%I’. The further motivation comes from the 
standard semantics of 1’ (Section 2.6). 
Section 2 owes a lot to earlier work by Tait, Girard and Coquand; for the expert this 
will be obvious from a glance at the constructions. In the meantime the specific use of 
(elementary) logic and model theory seems to be new and illuminating. In addition, 
the formulation of the main result, Theorem 2.1.2, is more general. (Specific new 
examples that are captured by this more general form are not yet considered in this 
paper, however; the main emphasis is on the generality as such.) 
Yet one illustration of the illuminating character of the present model theoretical 
approach: the crucial clause for [(fZx: A.B)j, (the value of (ZZx: A.B) with respect o 
the assignment p) is at some stage of the construction simply dictated by the condition 
that the ultimate interpretation must be a model of (a technical variant of) 
the axiom 
z:(L7x:A.B) 0 Vx(x:A =3 zx:B) 
(with x, z distinct variables, x not free in A; z not free in A, B). This reintroduces the 
original clause, due to Girard and, in a generalized form, to Coquand, in a very 
natural way. 
As to further applications of the method: model theoretical normalization proofs in 
the present style can also be given for other systems (other kinds of type systems 
and/or other kinds of reduction relations), but in this paper we confine ourselves to 
the proof in Section 2. An application of the method to Giidel’s T, Spector’s B and 
Girard’s F can be found in [8]. In these cases one has the advantage that the 
definitions of the type systems are more perspicuous (than in the general case of 
XI-type systems) and that the theories T to be used are more natural (and more 
interesting from the proof theoretical point of view). 
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Section 1 contains the basic material about the type systems that are dealt with and 
about the corresponding notion of /I-reduction. In connection with the latter (a version 
of) the notion of saturated set (of terms) is recapitulated. Some preliminary results about 
constant symbols in type systems are of technical importance (see, in particular, Section 
1.5). Much of the material in Section 1 is standard or folklore and an extensive 
discussion of individual credits has been omitted. The general notion of “Xi’-type 
system” arose (under various names and in various forms) around 1988 as a result of 
a joint tradition; in the line of this it was picked up and studied by several persons. 
The original stimulus for the present work came from a study of Coquand’s 
normalization proof for the Calculus of Constructions [4] and from conversations 
about the subject with Henk Barendregt and Bert van Benthem Jutting. I feel indebted 
to each of these three persons. 
1. Ml-type systems 
Syntactical systems with types and typed terms are known from theory and 
practice. Section 1.1 deals on a very abstract level with such systems, using the notion 
“type system” with the general meaning as in Definition 1.1.3. The main purpose of 
this subsection is to introduce a convenient uniform framework for the presentation 
and the discussion of more specific systems, namely, in this paper, the UZ-type systems. 
The definition of the. latter is presented in Section 1.3, which contains also some 
standard examples. Sections 1.4 and 1.5 concern the general basic properties of 
UJ-type systems; Section 1.5 more specifically as to the role of constant symbols. 
Section 1.2 involves the definition of the terms that may occur in UZ-type systems and 
the definition of the corresponding notion of /&reduction; it also recapitulates ome 
facts about this notion. 
1.1. Type systems 
We assume that there are given: a suitable countably infinite set Var of variables and 
a suitable infinite set CON of constant symbols; these sets will be fixed throughout the 
paper. 
Convention 1.1.1. Arbitrary variables are denoted by x, y, z (possibly indexed), arbit- 
rary constant symbols by y (possibly indexed). If we refer to a set of constant symbols 
and do not explicitly refer to CON, then we have in mind a subset Con c CON such 
that Con is countable (that is: finite or countably infinite) and such.that the comp- 
lement of Con in CON is infinite. In the sequel Con is always such a subset of CON; 
either an arbitrary one or a special one, depending on the context. 
Definition 1.1.2. Let Ter be a set of syntactical expressions uch that Var G Ter. 
In the context of this definition we refer to the elements of Ter as terms. Arbitrary 
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terms are denoted by A,B, C, D, . . . ,a, b,c, . . . (possibly indexed). We define: 
(i) A typeformula (over Ter) is an expression A : B with A, B E Ter; here the symbol 
“:” may be considered as a binary predicate symbol. A type formula A : B can be read 
as “A is an element of B” or “A is in B”. (The terminology in this subdefinition is not 
always adequate, but it is convenient anyway.) 
(ii) A declaration (over Ter) (of x) is a type formula x : A with x E Var. 
(iii) A context (ouer Ter) is a finite, possibly empty, sequence of declarations of 
distinct variables. Arbitrary contexts are denoted by r, A (possibly indexed). 0 is the 
empty context. If r is the context x1 : Al, . . , x, : A,, then the “domain” Dom r of r is 
the set {xi,..., x,}. (Abstracting from the order we may consider r as a partial 
function from Var to Ter with a finite domain.) 
(iv) A sequent (over Ter) is a pair (r, cp) with r a context and cp a type formula. 
Definition 1.1.3. A type system is a triple 
S = (Sort, Ter, !- ) 
such that: 
(1) Sort is a set of constant symbols, to be called the sorts of S; arbitrary sorts are 
denoted by s, s’, s1 ,s2, . . . , 
(2) Ter is a set of syntactical expressions with Var c Ter; just as in the assumption 
of Definition 1.1.2 (the notations and the terminology are taken over), 
(3) Sort E Ter, 
(4) t- is a set of sequents over Ter; (r, cp) E t- is written: 
r t- cp (“r yields cp (in S)“). 
Definition 1.1.4. Let S be a type system, S = (Sort, Ter, F). 
(i) The following terminology is used (with respect o S; notations as in Definition 
1.1.2): 
The elements of Ter are called the terms of S; explicitly: Ter = Ter(S), 
Aisalegalterm(ofS)o3r3B(Tl--A:Borrl--:A), 
Aisar-term(ofS)o3B(rtA:BorrFB:A), 
A is a r-type (of S) 0 3s E Sort r f- A : S; 
if r F A : s with s E Sort, then A is called a r-type of sort s or a r-s-type, 
A is a r-typable term (of S) e 3 B (B is a r-type and r l- A : B); 
if r l- A : B with B a r-type, then A is called a r-term of type B, 
A is a (s-)type (of S) 0 A is a r-(s-)type for some r, 
A is a typable term (of S) o A is a r-typable term for some r. 
(ii) The following notations are used; we refer to (i) above with r = 0; 
TER = {A ) A is a @term); more explicitly: TER(S), 
TYP = {A 1 A is a (b-type} = TYP(S), 
TTER = {A I A is a @typable term} = TTER(S) 
TER(A) = {a 18 I- a: A} = TER(S)(A). 
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Corollary 1.15 Let S be as above. 
(i) TER(A) G TER and if TER(A) # 8, then A E TER. 
(ii) TYP = u {TER( )I s s E Sort}, TTER = u {TER(A) 1 A E TYP}. 
The abstract notion “type system” admits a lot of examples, both intended exam- 
ples and unintended examples; its generality is at the same time its weakness. A global 
reflection on the nature of (many of) the intended examples leads to the following 
definition. (The reflection is kept implicit here.) 
Definition 1.1.6. A standard type system is a type system S = (Sort,Ter, I-) with the 
following properties: 
(1) r F A : B 3. B e Sort or B is a r-type. 
(2) r,x:A,Akcp*Aisar-type. 
(3) A is a r-type * T,x: A I- x: A for infinitely many x E Var. 
(4) r,x:A,AFcp + r,x:dFx:A. 
(5) r I- q and A F II/ with A I-- r j A F cp, 
where by definition: A I- r Q A I- x : A for each declaration x : A in r. 
(6) Ter is provided with suitable definitions of: 
(i) for each A E Ter: a finite set FV(A) s Var of the “free variables” of A, 
(ii) for each triple (A, x, B): a term A[B/x], “the result of the substitution of B for 
x in A”. 
(The meaning of “suitable” can be made precise by means of the formulation of certain 
abstract laws for the functions A H FV( A) and (A, x, B) H A [B/x], but we leave this 
point; in the subsections hereafter the situation will be clear.) 
(7) rl- A:B =z. FV(A)uFV(B) c Domr. 
(8) T,x: A, A I- B: C and r k a: A =z. r, A [a/x] t B[u/x] : C[a/x], where, by def- 
inition, A[a/x] =yI:D1[a/x] ,..., y,:D,[a/x] if A =yr:Dr ,..., y,:D,. 
The following notation will be used frequently. 
Definition 1.1.7. Let Ter be as in Definition 1.1.2 
above. Then 
Ter = {AETerIFV(A) =@}; 
this is the set of the closed terms of Ter. 
with, in addition, property (6) as 
Corollary 1.1.8. Suppose: S is a standard type system, S = (Sort, Ter, b). 
(i) A is a legal term * A is a sort, a type or a typable term. 
(ii) Aisar-term*A~SortorUrt-A:B. 
(iii) TER = (SortnTER)uTYPuTTER G Ter. 
Proof. Easy exercise; only (l),(6),(7) from Definition 1.1.6 are needed. q 
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1.2. Xl-terms and fl-reduction 
Definition 1.2.1. Let Con (as in Convention 1.1.1) be fixed for the moment. The set 
IH(Con) of the M-terms (over Con) is inductively defined by 
A::= xlyl(AB)\(ix:A.B)I(nx:A.B), 
where the metavariables are as follows: A, B E UZ(Con), x E Var, y E Con. Write 
Ter = E,U(Con) below; then Ter is as in Definition 1.1.2. 
(i) As before, arbitrary terms (from Ter) are denoted by A,& C,D, . . . ,a, bc,d, . . . 
(ii) Notational convention: the outermost brackets of (An)-terms may be omitted. 
ABC abbreviates (AB)C, ABCD abbreviates ((AB)C)D, etc. Arbitrary, possibly 
empty, finite sequences of terms are denoted by 2, B, c, . . . , a,%, . If B is the sequence 
B,, ,B,, then AB = AB1 . . . B, ( = A if n = 0). 
(iii) Let Q E { 1, tl}. In a term (Qx : A. B) the first occurrence of Q binds all occurren- 
ces of x with the exception of those that are a part of the exhibited occurrence of A or 
that are already bound by another occurrence of 2 or Il. It is assumed that the reader 
recognizes this kind of definition. (By the way, in syntactical respect he situation can 
be reduced immediately to that of the ordinary untyped l-terms, as in [l]; fix two new 
constant symbols, say p and v, and consider (ix : A. B) and (nx : A. B) as abbreviations 
of ((pA)(AxB)) and ((vA)(AxB)), respectively.) 
(iv) FV(A) is the set of the free variables of A. 
(v) a-convertible terms (that is: terms that are equal up to the names of their 
bound variables) are identified. (The more precise definition of “cl-convertible” is 
supposed known.) 
(vi) A [B,, . . , B,/x, , . . . , x,] (with x1, . . ,x, distinct) is the result of the simulta- 
neous substitution of B1, . . . , B, for the free occurrences of x1, . . ,x, in A (after 
a renaming of bound variables in A if necessary). 
(vii) 1fp:Var -+Ter, then A[p] = A[p(x,), . . . . p(x,)/xl, . . . . x,] with x1, . . . . x, the 
distinct elements of FV(A). (So A[p] E Ter if p : Var -+ Ter.) 
Definition 1.2.2. Let Ter = HZ(Con) for some Con. 
(i) The corresponding version of the relation /? is given by 
j = (((Lx:A.B)a,B[a/x])I xEVar and A,B,aETerj ETerxTer. 
If (A, B) E j?, then A is called a (/3-)redex and then B is called the (/?-)contractum of A. 
(ii) /? induces, as usual, the following relations +s,-+a and =B on Ter; these are 
called: one step (p-)reduction, (/?-)reduction and (j?-)conuersion: 
A +B B o there is an occurrence C of a redex C in A such that B can be obtained 
from A by replacing C by the contracturn of C. 
_~a is the reflexive and transitive closure of -+B on Ter. 
=a is the equivalence relation on Ter that is generated by --+@. 
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(iii) Further terminology: if A +P B, then B is a (P-),educt of A; if A =sB, then 
A and B are (/?-)conuertible. 
On the basis of the definitions until now the definition of the notion “,UZ-type 
system” could be given immediately. However, we will first continue the discussion of 
reduction. The facts to be mentioned are important for later reference. 
ChurcCRosser Theorem 1.2.3. Let Ter = iIZ(Con). Each pair of b-convertible terms 
has a common reduct. 
Proof. The original version of this theorem applies to the untyped A-calculus. One can 
take any of the usual proofs of that version (see, e.g., [l]) and generalize this to the 
present case. The elaboration is unproblematic. 0 
Corollary 1.2.4. Let Ter = UZ(Con). 
(i) A =p B and B is a normal form (i.e., 1 3C B ---Pi C) 3 A _ns B. 
(ii) /I-convertible normal forms are equal. 
(iii) (Qx:AI.BI)=,(Qx:A2.B,)(withQ~{~,~})* AI =BA2andB1 =sB,. 
Proof. Standard; inspect the possible forms of a common reduct. 0 
Definition 1.2.5. Let Ter = UZ(Con). 
(i) A (j?-)reduction sequence is a sequence (Ak)kel, with I = N or I = 
{k E N ) k Q n> for some n E N, such that 
(ii) A term A is strongly (p-) normalizing if all reduction sequences starting in A are 
finite. 
(iii) SN = {A E Ter 1 A is strongly normalizing}. (Here the reference to Ter is impli- 
cit.) 
The proofs of the statements in the rest of this subsection have been omitted 
integrally; in each case one of the predicates “trivial”, “standard”, “routine” applies. 
Corollary 1.2.6. Let Ter = UZ(Con). 
(i) A -ns B o there exists a reduction sequence from A to B. 
(ii) A E SN and A -Hi B = B E SN. 
(iii) C[A/x] E SN and x E FV(C) * A, C E SN. 
The notion “saturated set (of terms)” is known from normalization proofs in literature. 
The definition below is not exactly the usual one, but has (at least) the same relevant 
consequences and can, moreover, directly be generalized to other kinds of reduction 
relations. 
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Definition 1.2.7. Let Ter = AH(Con). 
(i) We define for all A E Ter and all I/ E Ter: 
A --ia V o if c G SN, then each reduction sequence starting in AC is finite or 
contains a reduct of Bc for some B E 1/. 
(In other words: A --ID V o if c E SN, then each infinite reduction sequence starting 
in AZ must pass the bar {D I33 E I/ Be -+Q D}.) 
(ii) Let U, V c Ter. I/ is called (/Q-saturated in CJ if 
(1) l’ G SNnU, 
(2) VA E U(A -I, V 3 A E V). 
Let Ter = iR(Con) be fixed until the end of this subsection. 
Definition 1.2.8. If I/ E Ter and C E Ter, then I/C = { BC 1 B E V}. 
Lemma 1.2.9. 
(i) A -iB V and V E SN * A E SN. 
(ii) A tip W and W E V E Ter * A -I, V/. 
(iii) A -is V and BE SN * AB l ID VB. 
Corollary 1.2.10. Let U, V G Ter. In each of the three cases below V is saturated in U. 
(i) T/ = SNnU. 
(ii) V=r){Vili~I},whereI’ IS a nonempty set and Vi is saturated in U for each 
i E I. 
(iii) V = {AE UIABE V’}, w h ere B E SN and V’ is saturated in some U’ E Ter 
with UB G U’. 
Lemma 1.2.11. 
(i) B--H~ A * A -ID B (where, by dejnition, A -iB B o A -is {B}). 
(ii) A E (Var u Con) 3 A -I, 8. 
(iii) A,B,a E SN * (Ax: A.B)a -I, B[a/x]. 
Corollary 1.2.12. Suppose U, V E Ter and V is saturated in U. 
(i) Un(VaruCon) E V. 
(ii) (2x:A.B)a~ U and B[a/x] E V with a,AESN * (lx:A.B)a~ V. 
1.3. Ml-type systems; examples: T-type systems and CC 
Definition 1.3.1. A Ml-type system is a type system S = (Sort, Ter, k) such that: 
(i) for some Con: Ter = X(Con) (and, consequently, Sort E Con), 
(ii) for some 9? c (Con x Ter)u(Sort x Sort x Sort), with the properties (a) and (b) 
below, the relation F is inductively characterized by the clauses (l)-(S) below. 
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(4 (Note that Sort E Ter.) ‘8 is, considered as a subset of 
(Con u (Sort x Sort)) x Ter, a partial function from Con u (Sort x Sort) to 
Ter. 
(b) V’SE Sort V,4 E Ter [(s, A) E % * A E Sort]. 
(In the following clauses the metavariables are as usual. In particular, s, sl, s2, s3 range 
over Sort and cp,+ stand for arbitrary type formulas over Ter.) 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
$FA:s and(y,A)E% =E. 0Fy:A, 
Tl-A:s and x$Domr 3 r,x:AFx:A, 
rl-rp and T,x:Al--ll/ =E. r,x:Al-cp, 
TFA:s~ and r,x:At-B:s, with (s~,s~,s~)E% =E= Tl-(17x:A.B):s3, 
rl-c:(L’x:A.B) and TFa:A & rFca:B[a/x], 
TFA:si and r,x:AFb:B and r,x:Al-B:s2 3 rt-(dx:A.B):(nx:A.B) 
provided that Is3 (sl, ~2,~3) E ‘iR, 
(8) Tka:A and Tt-B:s with A =PB * rl-a:B. 
In this case we say that S is determined by (Con, Sort, %) and we write 
S = JJ7( Con, Sort, %). 
Comment. Systems of this kind have been studied from various perspectives: yntax, 
proof theory, semantics, recursion theory, pragmatics, philosophy, etc.; the research 
area as a whole is quite extensive. Here the following standard examples are men- 
tioned: the simply typed A-calculus, the polymorphic A-calculus and the Calculus of 
Constructions; the details are recapitulated below. In fact, these systems have an 
original status and general definitions as above came up afterwards as an aid to study 
these and other systems in a convenient uniform way. This led in turn to new examples 
and new classifications. Many persons contributed to this development, either directly 
or indirectly. See [2] or [3] for a documentation and for a general introduction to the 
research area. (Semantical themes are studied in, e.g., Jacob’s thesis [7].) The defini- 
tion of the notion “ Generalized Type System” or “Pure Type System”, in [2] and [3], 
is as the one above except for the fact that condition (a) (functionality of %) and clause 
(2) (for an introduction of typed constant symbols) are absent. The technical role of 
clause (2) will be discussed in Section 1.5 hereafter. A further elaborated definition of 
a general class of type systems, with the possibility of additional construction prin- 
ciples, can be found in [7]. The present paper concentrates on normalization and 
leaves a lot of other themes concerning the systems out of consideration. As to more 
information about these: the references give also access to (extensive) further litera- 
ture, including original sources. 
Now we will consider some detailed examples; first of all, the simply typed 
A-calculus. The usual definition of the simply typed d-calculus runs as follows; it does 
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not depend on the preceding part of this paper, except for Convention 1.1.1 and the 
lines above it. (1) One fixes a nonempty set of constant symbols, to be called basic 
types. (2) The set of the types is inductively defined by: each basic type is a type and if 
0,~ are types, then (a + z) is also a type. (3) For each type G one fixes a (possibly 
empty) set of the constant symbols oftype 0. (Restrictions: these are no basic types and 
each constant symbol has at most one type.) (4) One takes (in some standard way) for 
each type g an infinite set of the variables oftype cr (such that each variable has at most 
one type). (5) After this one defines by simultaneous induction for each type c the set 
of the terms of type CT: 
(1) if A is a variable of type o or a constant symbol of type Q, then A is a term of type a; 
(2) If A and B are terms of type (CJ -+ z) and type g, respectively, then (AB) is a term 
of type z; 
(3) if x is a variable of type o and A is a term of type z, then (1x.A) is a term of type 
(G -+ z). 
The resulting system can be identified immediately with a special kind of U-type 
system; namely: a P-type system in the sense of Definition 1.3.3 below. Trivial 
preparatory steps: (i) one introduces * as the (only) sort (here it may be assumed that 
* E CON and that * has not yet been used in (1) and (3)); (ii) one lets Con consist of 
* and all basic types and all typed constant symbols (as used in (l), respectively (3)); 
(iii) one reads each type g (in the sense of (2)) as an abbreviation of a term from 
IlH(Con) (see Definition 1.3.2); (iv) one defines 
‘3 = {(*,*,*)}u{(~,*)Io is a basic type, as in (1)) 
u { (?;, a) ) y is a constant symbol of type 0, as in (3)) 
Lemma 1.3.4 confirms that the result is as might be expected; in particular, the types in 
the sense of (2) are exactly the types (of sort *) in the sense of Definition 1.1.4(i). (Since 
Definition 1.1.4 will be referred to frequently from now on, the reader is advised to 
memorize it.) The old assignment of types to (certain) variables, as in (4), is now 
replaced by a more flexible assignment, depending on contexts. 
Definition 1.3.2. Let Ter = UZ(Con) for some Con. If A,B E Ter, then 
(A + B) = (nx: A.B) with x#FV(B). 
(Since tx-convertible terms are identified, this is unambiguous.) 
Definition 1.3.3. A AT-type system is a Xl-type system S such that S = 
AH( { *}, Con, %) for some Con, !H satisfying 
+ECon(y,*)Es, ( *,*,*)~~aandl3A(*,A)~~. 
Lemma 1.3.4. Let S be a ;I’-type system, S = UI( { * >, Con, 9) = ({ *}, Ter, I--_). 
(i) S is standard (in the sense of Dejnition 1.1.6) and for all r, A, B1, B2 
I’k A:B, and rl- A:& * B1 = Bz. 
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(ii) TYP ( = TYP(S)) consists of all types of S and is inductively characterized by 
{YI(Y,*)E%}~TYP~~~V’A,BETYP(A-+B)ETYP. 
Definition. The elements of { y 1 (y, *) E !Rj ( = Con n TYP) are the basic types of the 
AZ-type system S. 
Proof. See also the general facts in the next subsection. The details are omitted here; 
only one remark: it is proved by means of the Church-Rosser Theorem (Corollary 
1.2.4(ii) in fact) that clause (8) in Definition 1.3.1 (referring to @onversion) is 
redundant in this case. 0 
There are many versions of “the” simply A-calculus, since the sets of the basic types 
and of the typed constant symbols (with the corresponding assignment of types) can 
be fixed in many different ways. In a AZ-type system the typed constant symbols are 
redundant in some sense: they may also be represented by variables with respect o 
suitable contexts, since an application of the “con-clause” (2) (as in Definition 1.3.1) 
can be replaced by an application of the “var-clause” (3). In the same sense typed 
constant symbols (except for typed sorts) are redundant in any AU-type system (but 
for practical or technical reasons they may be rather convenient; see also Section 1.5). 
This implies: if a given A’-type system S is extended to a AH-type systems S’ in which 
the sort * is also a type, then the old basic types (of sort *) can be represented by 
variables as well. This observation leads to the following definition. 
Definition 1.35 The type system Ai, “the pure version of the simply typed A-calculus”, is 
defined by 
(It is assumed that the symbol q belongs to CON.) With the aid of q the sort 
* becomes a type (of sort q ), indeed. For the rest the role of q is rather weak. (1: has 
the same strength as a AZ-system with infinitely many basic types; there are no essential 
new features.) Things become different in the case of the polymorphic A-calculus. This 
system, that was introduced by Girard and Reynolds, is in an equivalent form given by 
Definition 1.3.6. The polymorphic (or second-order) i-calculus A2 is defined by 
A2 =~n({*,o},{*,o},{(*,o),{*,*,*),(0,*,*)}). 
Lemma 1.3.7. The following holds in ,12: * is the only type of sort q and the set Typ of 
the types of sort * (Typ = (A I 3r r t A : *}) is inductively characterized by: 
(1) Var c Typ, 
(2) A,BE Typ and x E Var * (A + B) E Typ and (VxA) E Typ, where (VxA) ab- 
breviates (ZIx : * .A). 
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Proof. Omitted. (Standard inspection; see, e.g., [3].) 0 
The Calculus of Constructions, as introduced by Coquand and Huet, is equiva- 
lently given by 
Definition 1.3.8. The Calculus of Constructions CC is defined by 
CC = ~n({*,o>,{*,o},{(*,o)}uR) with R = {(s1,s2,s2)Is1,s2~ {*,o}}. 
Comment. Consider, more generally, the set T/ of all In-type systems of the form 
~~({*,~>,{*,o>,{(*,~)>~~) with ( *,*,*)~~~{(~~,s~~s~)Is~,~~~{*,n)}; then 
$,, J.‘, CC E T/. Totally V has eight elements, all being subsystems of CC. By compar- 
ing the systems in V systematically one obtains a deeper insight into the nature of the 
strong system CC. See [3] for more information, including illuminating examples of 
legal terms. Various systems in I/, not only Ai, A2 and CC, can be traced back to earlier 
sources in literature. 
Remark. There are many other interesting examples of Ml-type systems, also in 
connection with the main theorem in Section 2.1, but these are left implicit in this 
paper; the main emphasis is on the generality as such. 
1.4. Basic properties of ill-type systems 
In this subsection it is assumed that S is a fixed MI-type system: 
S = Mi’(Sort, Con, %) = (Sort, Ter, F). 
The main tools for proving basic properties of S are: 
(a) various forms of induction: 
(1) on the characterization of F (Definition 1.3.1), 
(2) on the structure of terms, 
(3) on the length of contexts; 
(b) the Church-Rosser Theorem 1.2.3 (respectively Corollary 1.2.4). 
Concrete proofs of basic properties can be found in, e.g., [3]. (Although clause (2) for 
F is absent in [3], it can easily be taken into account as yet.) In the meantime the methods 
also go back to earlier traditions (e.g., that of the Calculus of Constructions) and there 
are various results in this connection that may be called “folklore”. After all the status 
of the Facts listed below is unproblematic and a repetition of the proofs is unnecessary. 
Auxiliary notation: r c d means that the context r is an initial part of the context 
A (that is: A = I-, Z-’ for some (possibly empty) context r’). Auxiliary terminology: let 
(r, cp) be a sequent and let 1 6 i 6 8 (i E fW ); r t- cp holds by clause (i) if r F cp is the 
conclusion of an implication that is enforced directly by clause (i) for l- (see Definition 
1.3.1 with Sort, Con, ‘% as above) and that has only true premisses. Observation: if 
r I- A : B holds by clause (i) with i E { 5,6,7}, then this fact induces a decomposition of 
A; see the formulation of clause (i) in this case. 
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Fact 1.4.1. Suppose r k A : B. Then there are A, C and i E N such that: 
(1) A E r and B =B C, 
(2) 1 d i < 7, i # 4 and A k A: C holds by clause (i), 
(3) if B # C, then B is a r’-type for some r’ with A E r’ L r. 
Fact 1.4.2. S is standard (in the sense of Dejinition 1.1.6). 
Fact 1.4.3. For all r, A, B, A’, B’: r t- A: B, A -We A’ and B+Q B’ = r k A’: B’. 
Fact1.4.4. Forallr,A,B,,B,: rt-A:BIandTkA:B,*BI=BBZ. 
All basic properties that will be needed hereafter are given by these facts or can be 
derived from them in a relatively easy way; not necessarily directly, but in any case 
without, e.g., laborious inductions. The argumentations will mostly be left implicit: 
they are unproblematic (again) and, besides, the elementary proof theory of In-type 
systems is not the main topic of this paper. 
Lemma 1.4.5. 
(i) rks:BwithsESort 3 3s’ESortB+ps’. 
(ii) (ZZX:A.B)~ETER =z. c = 8, (ZIX:A.B)ETYP, AETYP and IfaeTER(A) 
B [a/x] E TY P. 
(iii) (Ix:A.B)eTER =z- AETYP and(dx:A.B)$TYP. 
(iv) ABE TER =z. Ix E Var3C,D(A E TER(IZx: C.D) and BE TER(C)). 
Proof. (i) Apply: Fact 1.4.1, condition (b) for 9l (see Definition 1.3.1) and Corollary 
1.2.4(i). 
(ii), (iii), (iv). General observation: if E E TER\Sort, then 0 I- E: F for some 
F ( E TYP u Sort), since S is standard (by Fact 1.4.2). A further analysis is enabled by 
Fact. 1.4.1 (as to (ii): see also the standard property (8) in Definition 1.1.6). 0 
Lemma 1.4.6. For all r, A, B, A’, B’ such that A’ and B’ are r-terms: 
rt--A:BandA=BA’andB=BB’ + rtA’:B’. 
Proof. Combine: standard property (1) (as in Definition 1.1.6), Corollary l.l.S(ii), the 
Church-Rosser Theorem 1.2.3, Corollary 1.2.4(i), Fact 1.4.3, Fact 1.4.4, Lemma 
1.4.5(i), clause (8) for t-. 0 
1.5. Completely inhabited type systems, Henkin extensions 
This subsection deals with two kinds of results: (1) (globally stated) if a AU-type 
system S contains enough typed constant symbols, then the situation of Sort and 
{(A,B)I0M:B) is already sufficiently representative for S; (2) each MI-type system 
can be extended in a natural way to a An-type system with “enough” typed constant 
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symbols. The condition “S contains enough typed constant symbols” gets the precise 
meaning “S is completely con-inhabited”; see below. The intended extensions, as in (2), 
will be called “Henkin extensions” because of the relationship with the standard 
construction of Henkin extensions of formal theories in mathematical logic. A similar 
method is used by Coquand in [4]. 
The results (1) (2) are of technical importance, since these enable us ultimately to 
concentrate on the simplified case of sequents (F, cp) with r = 0. An important 
additional point in the light of the normalization proof in Section 2 is that each 
constant symbol y satisfies y -i/, 8 (Lemma 1.2.1 l(ii)). 
Definition 1.51. Let S be an arbitrary type system, S = (Sort, Ter, I-). 
(i) S is completely inhabited if V’AE TYP TER(A) # 8. 
(ii) S is completely con-inhabited if CONnTER(A) is infinite for each A E TYP. 
Comment. As to (ii): one might expect he weaker condition CON n TER(A) # 8, but 
for some purposes this is not strong enough. 
Lemma 1.5.2. Let S = (Sort, Ter, b) be a Ml-type system. Suppose that r F A : B. 
(i) If p : Var -+ Ter such that 0 t- p(x) : C[p] f or each declaration x: C in r, then 
0~~CPl:ml. 
(ii) Zf S is completely inhabited, then 0 F A [p] : B[p] for some p : Var -+ Ter. 
Proof. By induction on the length of F, using the fact that S is standard. 0 
The proof of the following lemma is in the line of Section 1.4 and is omitted again. 
Lemma 1.53. Let S be a completely con-inhabited Xl-type system, S = 
UZ(Sort, Con, $93) = (Sort, Ter, I-). Suppose (I7x : A. B) E TYP. Then, in general: 
(i) (s~,s~,s~)E% and @FA:s, and VIE ConnTER(A) 0 k B[y/x] : s2 =S 
0l-(lI7x:A.B):s,. 
(ii) cETer and V’yeConnTER(A)(bFcy:B[Y/x] j @kc:(nx:A.B). 
(iii) (Jx:A.b)ETER and vy’yConnTER(A) @I-b[y/x]:B[y/x] * @I-(1x:A.b): 
(L’x:A.B). 
Definition 1.54. Let S be a AU-type system, S = UI(Sort, Con, 93) = (Sort, Ter, k). 
The Henkin extension S+ of S is obtained as follows. (The description below leaves 
room for various choices, but the main point is that the result has certain special 
properties as formulated afterwards.) 
Step 1. Choose a suitable countably infinite set Con’ of constant symbols such 
that Con’nCon = 0 (and such that CON\(ConuCon’) is infinite again; see 
Convention 1.1.1). Put Con+ = ConuCon’. Let Ter+ = MI(Con+), Ter+ = 
{A E Ter+ 1 FV(A) = 0). Note that ?%rf is countably infinite. 
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Step 2: Choose a function f: Con’ -+ Ter + such that { y E Con’ If(y) = A} is infinite 
for each A E Ter+. Now let S+ = KZ(Sort,Con+ ,9l uf). (Here f is identified with its 
graph z Con’ x Ter + .) 
Corollary 1.55. Let S be a Xl-type system. S+ is a well-dejined Ail-type system. S+ is 
an extension of S and is completely con-inhabited. 
Proof. Simple. Note also: S+ is standard (by Fact 1.4.2), so TYP(S+) c Ter+; now 
apply clause (2) (as in Definition 1.3.1). 0 
2. Proof of strong normalization 
The normalization theorem to be proved is formulated in Section 2.1. The remain- 
ing five subsections are devoted to the model theoretical proof, as announced in the 
general introduction. Some elementary notions from model theory and predicate logic 
are recapitulated in Section 2.2. For the present purpose a few adaptations are made, 
but this is a simple matter. It has been presupposed that the reader is familiar with the 
use of the original notions. Section 2.3 contains a model theoretical normalization 
proof for the special case of the AI-type systems. In Sections 2.4,2.5,2.6 this proof is 
systematically generalized to any arbitrary type system as in the hypothesis of the 
theorem. 
Remark. The situation of Section 2.3 admits also generalizations into another direc- 
tion: model theoretical normalization proofs for A’-type systems with other kinds of 
reduction relations; the notion “saturated”, as in Section 1.2, can be generalized at the 
same time. 
2.1. Normalization theorem 
Definition 2.1.1. Let S be a Xl-type system. S has the W-property, notation: S b SN, if 
all types and all typable terms of S are strongly (/I-)normalizing. 
Theorem 2.1.2. Let S be a III-type system, S = (Sort,Ter, k). Suppose: S is completely 
con-inhabited and the following relation < ( = -+J on Ter is well-founded: 
< = {(B,A)~~~A~~ETYP}u{(AB,A)~~~AB~ETYP}. 
Then S 1 SN. 
Proof. The proof starts at the end of this subsection and occupies the rest of the 
section. 
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Corollary 2.1.3. Let S be a Xl-type system such that the relation <s+ (as in Theorem 
2.1.2 with S+ instead qf S) is weKfounded. Then S + SN. 
Proof. From Corollary 1.5.5 and Theorem 2.1.2. Obviously S+ 1 SN implies 
SbSN. 0 
Corollary 2.1.4. A2 F SN and CC t= SN. 
Proof. It follows by an extension of Lemma 1.3.7 that (n2)’ contains no types of the 
form ABC. In consequence, -+- = 0 for S = A2. Now apply Corollary 2.1.3. As to CC: 
put 4 = <cc-. TYP(CC+) contains types of the form ABC (be it at most of sort *), 
but it is not difficult to prove that 4 is well-founded (and, in consequence, that 
CC I= SN by Corollary 2.1.3, again). Indeed, the (standard) proof of the following fact 
can be taken over in a modified form: if S’ is an arbitrary A’-type system and 
then <’ is well-founded. (Assign a finite complexity measure 1 A( to each A E TYP(S’); 
next define: IAl = IBI if AE TER(S’)(B) with BE TYP(S’).) See [4] for more de- 
tails. 0 
Comment. The SN-properties of A2 and CC were first proved by Girard [6] and 
Coquand [4], respectively. Girard’s method was generalized by Coquand’s method, 
which is generalized in turn hereafter and is, at the same time, placed within a slightly 
different perspective (see the general introduction). References to alternative proofs of 
CC \ SN are given in [IS]. The specific proof presented in [S] is also in some sense of 
a model theoretical nature (it refers to Kripke-like interpretations), but as to its 
elaboration it differs considerably from the proof hereafter: it does not assign a key 
role to a formal theory T (of the kind as explained in the general introduction) and in 
the present situation the notion of “interpretation” is simpler and the explicit role of 
contexts has been strongly reduced. 
Remark 2.1.5. It follows by Girard’s paradox (see, e.g., [3]) that S t= SN does not hold 
for S = ~fl({*},{*},{(*,*),( *, *, *)}). (The “paradox” provides also other counter- 
examples.) The fact that, for this system, ++ is not well-founded can be verified 
immediately, indeed. Obvious question (not to be answered here): what is the exact 
status of the assumption concerning well-foundedness in Corollary 2.1.3; it cannot be 
dropped altogether, but can it be replaced by a weaker assumption? 
Proof of Theorem 2.1.2. Let S be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.2; write: 
S = MZ(Sort, Con, ‘%) = (Sort, Ter, E). 
The case Sort = 0 is trivial (then there are no types and no typable terms at all in S), so 
we assume from now on: Sort # 0 (and, consequently. Ter # 0). We will keep to these 
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initial assumptions until the end of Section 2.6; the proof occupies the rest of the 
section. 
2.2. Intermezzo: formulas and interpretations; Soundness 
The relevance of the definitions below will become clear immediately afterwards 
(see Lemma 2.3.1); an informal explanation has already been given in the general 
introduction. Since the background of the definitions is perfectly standard, the 
presentation has been kept rather concise. 
Definition 2.2.1. An interpretation of Ter is a pair 
2I = (lW$4.) 
such that 
(1) I’%1 is a nonempty set (the universe of Ql), 
(2) [.j,:Terx 1911var -+ I2Il :(A,p)~[All~ (this function 1.1. is the valuation func- 
tion of UI; IAlp is the value of A in 2l w.r.t. the assignment p), 
(3) for all x E Var, A, B E Ter, p, c : Var + I '%I: 
(34 84 = m, 
(3b) pr FV(A) = gr FV(A) 3 [Alp = [AJ, (“r ” denotes restriction), 
(3~) bwxin, =[r41Bll,,x,. 
(Here p[p/x] =(pr(Var\{x}))u((x,p)} ifp:Var+I2ll andxEVar,pEI’?Il.) 
Remark. It is understood that [. 1. must also respect the intended identification of 
a-convertible terms (Definition 1.2.1(v)). 
Example 2.2.2. Theformal interpretation VI = (I‘$Il, 1. ] ,) of Ter is given by: I2l I = Ter 
and [An, = A[p] f or all A E Ter, p: Var + Ter. (Recall that Ter # 8 and use the 
standard properties of substitution.) 
Convention 2.2.3. Pred is always a set of predicate symbols, each with a given arity 
(from N\(O)). The specific choice of Pred may depend on the situation. 
Definition 2.2.4. An interpretation of (Ter, Pred) is a triple 
a = (I~I,%.II.,(P(U)~~~~~~) 
such that (12Il,[.]., 1s an interpretation of Ter and such that pa E j‘?Il” for each n-ary 
pEPred. Abbreuiation: rU =(I%[, [.I].,...). 
Definition 2.2.5. Let Pred be fixed for the moment. 
(i) An atomic formula (over (Ter,Pred)) is the expression true or an expression 
P(A 1,. . . , A,,) with p E Pred n-ary and AI, . . . , A, E Ter. 
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(ii) Now the set S(Ter, Pred) of the formulas (over (Ter, Pred)) is defined as usual; 
that is, just as in predicate logic. The logical connectives and quantifiers to be used are 
1, V,A, *,3,v. 
(iii) Arbitrary formulas are denoted by cp,$. The notational conventions are as 
usual. 
(iv) FV((p) is the set of the free variables of cp; now variables may be bound by 
E,, II, 3 or Y. 
(v) (pCA1,...,4lx1,... ,x,1 and cp[p] (with xi, . . . ,x, distinct, p:Var + Ter) 
are obtained by substitution; extend Definition 1.2.l(vi),(vii) in the standard 
way. 
Remark. In this paper the logical connectives and quantifiers are used on the formal 
level (within A E F(Ter,Pred)) as well as on the meta level (with their standard 
meanings; see, e.g., the earlier use of 3 ). The intended role is assumed to be clear from 
the context. 
Definition 2.2.6. Let ‘3 = (12Il,[.I]., . . . ) be an interpretation of (Ter,Pred). If 
cp E F(Ter, Pred) and p : Var + [‘?I[, then ‘5X, p \ cp holds if and only if cp is true in 
‘QI w.r.t. p; the (recursive) definition is as usual. ‘QI b cp holds if and only if cp is true in 24 
i.e., 2I,pl=cp for all p:Var+(2ll. 
Definition 2.2.7 A theory over (Ter,Pred) is just a subset of Y(Ter,Pred). If T is 
a theory over (Ter, Pred) and cp is a formula over (Ter, Pred), then T It cp means that 
cp is logically derivable from T or, more precisely, from the set of the universal closures 
W$ of the formulas $ E T. 
Comment.’ A system of logical axioms and logical rules is set up as follows in this 
connection. Take any standard proof system of (classical) formal predicate logic, 
switch the range of the metavariables to the present erms, respectively formulas (over 
(Ter, Pred)) and use the notions “free variable” and “substitution” as in Definition 
2.2.5(iv),(v). Ter is not a set of terms in the literal sense of elementary predicate 
logic (terms in Ter may contain bound variables), but here this makes no dif- 
ference; the point is that the purely logical axioms and rules do not explicitly refer 
to the inner structure of terms. (Axioms or rules for equality are left out of con- 
sideration.) 
Corollary 2.2.8. Let T c S(Ter, Pred), cp E F(Ter, Pred), x E Var. Then (T It cp) -z- 
(T It tlxcp). 
1 Small additional remark: the standard notation is “T F cp” instead of “T Ik cp”, but “F” has already been 
used in a different way in this paper (“It” also has another meaning, but not in this paper). 
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Soundness Theorem 2.2.9. Suppose CLI is an interpretation of(Ter, Pred), T is a theory 
ouer (Ter, Pred) and rp is a formula ouer (Ter, Pred). Then 
2IZTundTItcp * 2Ikcp; 
here 2I k T means that ‘3 is a model of T; that is: 2I k Ic/ for all + E T. 
Proof. Standard; (3) in Definition 2.2.1 is used in connection with the quantifiers. IJ 
2.3. Strong normalization in AK-type systems 
Lemma 2.3.1. Suppose Pred contains the binary predicate symbol “:“. If there exist an 
interpretation % of (Ter, Pred) and a theory T over (Ter, Pred) with the properties 
(I), (II), (III) below, then S k SN. 
(I) VA,B[(@tA:B) * TkA:B]. 
(II) ‘?I 1 T. 
(III) v’AETer[(%Z1xA:x) * AESN]. 
Proof. Suppose that the pair (2I, T) satisfies all conditions. Let A be a type or 
a typable term of S. Then r I- A : B for some r, B (with B E Sort or B a r-type). S is 
completely con-inhabited by hypothesis, so it follows by Lemma 1.5.2(ii) that 
@~ACpl:BCpl f orsomep:Var+Ter. Hence Tk(!lxA[p]:x) by(I)andlogic.So 
A[p] E SN by (II), Soundness and (III). But then also A E SN (by Corollary 
1.2.6(iii)). 0 
Lemma 2.3.2. Suppose in particular: S is a AZ-type system. 
(i) DeJine the family (CAILMYP~(~), with VAE TYPu{ *} [A] c TER(A), recur- 
sively by [*] = TYP ( = TER(*)), [A] = SNnTER(A) for each basic type A, 
for all A, B E TYP. 
Then [*] G SN and, for each A E TYP, [A] is saturated in TER(A) and nonempty. 
(ii) Let the theory U over (Ter, (:}) be the union of the theories U1, U2, U3 below. 
Then 
Vr,A,B[(rFA:B) 3 Ult(/x\T 3 A:B)]. 
U1: A : B with B = * and A E TYP or with B E TYP and A E Con n TER(B), 
Uz: z:(A-*B)r\x:A*zx:BwithA,B~TYPandz,x~Var, 
U3: Vx(x:A * b:B) = (Ix:A.b):(A -+ B) with A, B E TYP and b E Ter. 
(By definition: nc\T = x1 : C1 A ~..r\x,:C,(=trueifn=O)[f~=xx,:C1,...,x,:C,.) 
Proof. (i) The elements of TYP are normal forms (since S is a AZ-type system), so 
TYP c SN is obvious. The rest follows by induction on the length of A E TYP; recall 
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that S is completely con-inhibited and use Corollaries 1.2.10,1.2.12(i). This is stan- 
dard. (ii) By induction on the (simplified) characterization of b. (As to the simplifica- 
tion, see (the proof of) Lemma 1.3.4.) This is a routine exercise in logic. 0 
The definition of ( [A])AETYP as above is known from Tait’s normalization proof for 
the simply typed i-calculus; the elements of [A] (with A E TYP) are also called the 
(closed) computable terms of type A. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Suppose, in particular, S is a AX-type system. Then SkSN. 
Proof. Define ( [A])AETYPV (.) as in Lemma 2.3.2(i). Next define the interpretation 
2l =(l‘$Il,[.j,,...) of (Ter,{:}) by: (lrUl,[.J,) is the formal interpretation of Ter 
(Example 2.2.2) and 
(:)” = {(A,B)IBETYPu{ *} and AE [B]}. 
Then 2I satisfies (III) (as in Lemma 2.3.1) by Lemma 2.3.2(i) (and Definition 1.2.7(ii)). 
Now let T be the union of the theories T1, TZ, T3 below: 
T1 : A : B with B = * and A E TY P or with B E TY P and A E Con n TER( B), 
TZ: z:(A+B)o~x(x:A+zx:B)withA,B~TYP(andx,zeVar,x#z), 
T3: x:AAb:B = (Lx:A.b)x:B with A,BETYPand bETer. 
Let U = U1 u Uz u UJ be as in Lemma 2.3.2(ii). It is easy to see that T2 u T3 11 U3 
(i.e., Tz u T3 it cp for all cp E U,) and, consequently, T IF U. From this it follows by 
Lemma 2.3.2(ii) that T satisfies (I) (since (nc\ 8) = true and true is a logical axiom). At 
the same time ‘8 satisfies (II) because of Lemma 2.3.2(i) and Corollary 1.2.12. Using 
Lemma 2.3.1 we conclude Sl= SN. 0 
Remark. The original version of Tait’s proof uses (implicitly) the theory 
{rx\r + A:BITkA:B} 
instead of T as above; the present version of the proof makes the purely logical 
ingredients more explicit. 
2.4. The modijied theory T 
Now we start with the actual normalization proof for the general case. We want to 
construct a suitable triple (Pred, 5X, T) such that S b SN can be concluded by means of 
Lemma 2.3.1. (The general introduction refers for expository reasons to ‘?I’, T’ instead 
of 2I, T.) T is defined below; Pred = {: , L, c }. The global relationship with the old 
T in Section 2.3 (proof of Lemma 2.3.3) and with the clauses for I- (Definition 1.3.1) 
may be clear. The predicate symbol = is used for expository convenience. The 
combined use of positive occurrences of _L (in TO) and negative occurrences of L (in 
T,, TJ, T4, T6) guarantees in some sense that T becomes neither too weak nor too 
strong. “r suggests “legal (term)“, “ 2 ” refers suggestively to an equivalence relation. 
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Definition 2.4.1. The theory T over (Ter, {: , L, z }), with C unary and z binary, is 
the union of the theories Ti (0 < i < 6) below; here the range of the metavariables i as 
usual (x, y, z are distinct variables): 
T,: /AT * L(A)r\l_(B) with TFA:B, 
Ti: y:A with AETYPuSort and yEConnTER(A), 
T2: i_(Hx:y.B)~y:s~ r\b’x(x:y * B:s*) =S (flx:y.B):~ with (s~,s~,s~)E !I$, 
T,: l(Hx:y.B) =S [z:(nx:y.B) o Vx(x:y = zx:B)], 
T4: L(UX:~.B)A_L(LX:~.~)A~:~AX:~AVX(X:~ * b:B) = (Ix:y.b)x:B, 
Ts: X:yAZ:SAy % Z * X:Z, 
T6: L(A)r\ i_(B) + A x B with A =sB. 
Lemma 2.4.2. T satisjks (I) as in Lemma 2.3.1. 
Proof. Let U = u { Ti IO < i < 3) u U4 u Us with the theories U4, U5 as below (again 
x # y): 
U4: l_(IIx:y.B)Al-(lx:y.b)~y:sr\V~(x:y * b:B) * (Jx:y.b):(l7x:y.B), 
U,: I_(A)AL(B)Ax:AAB:s * x:B with A =sB. 
By induction on the characterization of t- it can be proved that 
vr,A,B[(rFA:B) a Uk(nc\T =a A:B)]. 
(Easy predicate logic. The negative occurrences of L in U \ TO are sufficiently compen- 
sated by the positive occurrences in TO.) It is easy to see that T3 u T41k U4 and 
T5 u T6 It US. Hence T It- U. Combining this with the property of U above we get 
(I). 0 
Having modified the old T we will now modify the old ‘$I (as in the proof of Lemma 
2.3.3). 
2.5. ModiJied interpretations ‘S; ‘@interpretations ” 
We look for an interpretation 2I of (Ter, {: , L, x }) satisfying (II) and (III) (as in 
Lemma 2.3.1) with T as defined above. Rather than constructing 2I at once, we will 
define 2I by means of a systematically developed list of properties. The first part of the 
list is presented below; it still leaves some room for the actual choice of ‘$I. The 
interpretations that satisfy its conditions are called “p-interpretations” (“possible 
interpretations”). It is the intention that each p-interpretation satisfies (II) and (III) 
with T \T6 instead of T. It is also the intention that the list of properties tends towards 
an actual definition and that the notion “p-interpretation” is flexible enough for the 
purpose of the next subsection, dealing with T6; at the end we want to obtain 
a particular p-interpretation rU such that also ‘$I 1 Ts. 
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Definition 2.5.1. A p-interpretation is an interpretation 
‘u =(IW[.Ij.,...) 
of (Ter, {:, L, z }) with the properties as in the right column in Table 1. The left 
column does not belong to the present definition in the strict sense, but serves as 
a motivation; it indicates, in the light of the intention above, the relationship with the 
situation of the proof of Lemma 2.3.3. The notations in each column refer in the usual 
way to the situation of that column; p varies over assignments with respect to the 
intended 1% 1 (at the left, respectively at the right). (As to (1): TC 0p is the composition of 
p : Var + 1% 1 and x : I2I 1 + Ter. If R is any relation, then Dom R is the usual domain 
of R.) 
In the rest of this paper (l),(2),(3),(4) refer to the corresponding properties in the 
right column. 
Corollary 2.5.2. Suppose 2I = (I’%[, i[. I., . . . ) . IS an interpretation of (Ter, {: , L, z }) 
and satisjies (l), (2),(3). ‘% is a p-interpretation if and only iffor all x E Var, A, B E Ter 
and all p: Var + I‘%[ with (IIx: A.B)[p] E TYP: 
[IZx:A.B], = {cETER((UX:A.B)[~])~V(U,~)E~~I 
Proof. By Definition 2.5.1, ‘% is a p-interpretation if and only if ‘?I k T3. Now apply: the 
standard truth definition (as referred to by Definition 2.2.6), the hypothesis about Iu, 
Lemma 1.4.5(ii) and Lemma 1.5.3(ii). (Observe that for all A E TYP and all T/ E ‘%(A): 
Con n TER( A) G I/, by (3) and Corollary 1.2.12(i).) 0 
Lemma 2.5.3. If’% is a p-interpretation, then Iu satisjes (III) and (II) with T\T, instead 
of T. 
Proof. (See Table 1.) Suppose 2I is a p-interpretation. (III) follows from (l),(2),(3), 
since I/ c SN for each I/ that is saturated in some U (see Definition 1.2.7(ii)). As to 
%!I t= TO: note that, by (l),(2),(3), 
now use Lemma 1.5.2(i). 21 k T3 holds by definition. As to the rest, apply the 
truth definition together with the hypothesis about 2I and use Corollary 1.2.12, 
Lemma 1.4.5 and Lemma 1.5.3. This is routine. (Trivial fact: A’,B’ E SN 3 
(I7x: A’.B’) E SN.) /-J 
Remark. The clause for [Zi’x : A. B], (with (nx : A. B) [ p] E TYP) in Corollary 2.5.2 is 
in its original form due to Girard [6]. 
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Table 1 
Situation of the proof 
of Lemma 2.3.3 
Properties to be fulfilled by a 
p-interpretation % 
(1) 
- 
I’% = Ter 
UAIlP = ACPI 
(2) (‘X,pCA:B)o 
(WI E TvPu {*) 
and 01 E CWII) 
(3) AoTYP= 
[A] is saturated in 
TER(A) 
[*I = TYP = TER(t) 
= SNnTER(*) 
yoConnTYP* 
[y] = SNnTER(y) 
(4) (II C T2 (as in Section 2.3) 2I C TS (as in Section 2.4). 
- 
12lIcTerxXforsomesetX - 
Dom I’% = Ter 
[A]lp is of the form (A[xop], [A],) 
- 
with n:]‘UI +Ter:(B,p)++B. - 
Notation: A[p] = A[nop] and for A E Ter: 
WA)= {PIMP)~IW). 
(So [A], E %(A[p]), since 
(ALPI, [Al,) = IAIl0 E IW 
(M,pkA:B) o 
B[p] E TYPuSort and A[p] E [B], 
_L”={(A,~)EI’UI(AETER} 
= ’ = {((A,P)(B,q)) o I’ul x Ial IP = 4) 
AoTYP=> 
‘U(A) = {VI V is saturated in TER(A)} 
s E Sort\TYP *‘u(s) = {SN~TER(~)} 
(y;i)[p] E TYP with y E Con => 
Crllp = SNnTER(y&‘l) 
[Comment: The conditions up to now guarantee (III) and imply 
useful closure properties of each V E (U(A) for each A E TYP and 
also of u {%(A) I A E TYP}; see Corollaries 1.2.12,1.2.10.] 
2.6. Application of the standard P-semantics; end of the main proof 
Lemma 2.6.1. Let Cu = ()‘$I 1, [r. I., . . . ) be a p-interpretation. (i), (ii), (iii) below are equiu- 
alent: 
(i) ‘8 k T6. 
(ii) V’A,BET~~V’~:V~~-+[%[(A =@Band A[p], B[~]ETER + [A],= [B],). 
(iii) VA, B E Ter Vp: Var -P I’%[ (A -+P B and A[p] E TER + [A], = [B],). 
Proof. “(i) o (ii)“: Simple application of the truth definition. 
“(ii) o (iii)“: First note: 
(+) V’A,BETer’v’p:Var+I9Il(A-+BBandA[p]~TER*B[p]~TER); 
this follows from Fact 1.4.3 (with r = (#I), since A +D B implies A[p] +B B[p]. Next 
observe: [(ii) and ( + )] o [(iii) and ( + )]; “ = ” is trivial (since +B G =8) and “ -z ” 
follows by application of the Church-Rosser Theorem 1.2.3. 0 
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In order to construct a p-interpretation ‘3 that satisfies (iii) above we can borrow 
some ideas from the standard semantics of the simply typed I-calculus; the lemma 
below involves an implicit reference to this. (It is assumed that the reader knows the 
standard AT-semantics; it will not be recapitulated explicitly here. The most direct 
presentation uses variables with fixed types.) A difference is caused by the mixed role 
of the functions [[. 1, and [ .], in the present situation. As a consequence we will not 
work with a hierarchy of partial functions from I2I 1 to 1 %I, but with a hierarchy of 
partial functions from 12I to Im I2IuJ. 
Lemma 2.6.2. Let 2I = (I‘?ll,[.~.) b e an inrerpretation of Ter such that (1% 1, [[. 1.) 
satisjies (1) as in Dejinition 2.5.1. Suppose A --+pBundp:Var+1’911 withA[p]ETER. 
In each of the cases (i) and (ii) below we have [A], = [B],. 
(i) For some x,C,D,c: A = (lx:C.D)c, B = D[c/x] and [ix:C.D], is afunction 
with [cl, in its domain and [(ix: C.D)c], = [1*x: C.D],([c&) = [D],,ca~r,,,YI. 
(ii) For some C,x,A’,B’ with A’-r,B’ and [A’],= [B’],: A = C[A’/x], 
B = C[B’/x] and, moreover, 
(*) ‘v”o,?:Var +l’9ll(a =85 and C[g],c[~] ETER * [C], = [Cl,). 
Here by definition (for a,~:Var+l!?Il): CJ =Bz o vxeVar(x[o] =ax[z] and 
[xl0 = CXIJ 
Proof. As to (i), since 2I is an interpretation we have also [D]PClrIP,,XI = [D[c/x]], 
( = CBI,). 
As to (ii), in this case [A], = [C]plba,l,i.yl and likewise [B], = [C]pIIIruIl,,Xl with 
PC[IAWl =P ~CWl,lxl~ since [A’], = [B’],, by hypothesis, and A’[p] =B B’[p] 
because of A’ +p B’. Also using that A [p] E TER (and, in consequence, B[p] E TER) 
we can now conclude [A], = [B], from (*). 0 
This lemma motivates the use of the additional conditions (5) and (6) below; 
afterwards the lemma will be referred to by an inductive proof of (iii) as in Lemma 
2.6.1 for the intended ‘?I. As to the role of M below, using M we will be able to set up 
a suitable hierarchy of functions on the basis of the part {(A, p) E I‘%) I A E TYP) of I ‘?I ( 
that has already been fixed by Definition 2.5.1. 
Technical Main Lemma 2.6.3. Write M = {A E Ter Ilc AC E TYP}. There exists 
a unique p-interpretation 2I = ( 1% 1, [[. I., . . . ) with the additional properties (5), (6) below. 
This 2I is a model of T6. (A is the usual meta lambda.) 
(5) A E Ter\(TYPuSort) 3 
WA) = {flf IS a unction, Domf= {(B,~)E )‘?IIIABE M}, f 
‘d (RP) E Domff(B,p) E WW, 
v (B,p),(Cq) E DomfC(B =D C and P = q)~f(B,p) =f(C,q)l}. 
(6) W)bl E M * CABI, = CAI,(UBIJ,). 
(Ax: A.B)[p] EM a [ix: A.B], = Ap E Dom[ix: A.B],. [B]p~plxl. 
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Proof. Let < be as in the hypothesis of Theorem 2.1.2; then B<A and AB< A 
whenever ABEM. 1’9I[ (=((A,p)lAETer and ~E(U(A)}) can be obtained by <- 
recursion and [ * JJ. can be obtained by recursion on the structure of terms; see clauses 
(l), (2), (3), (5), (6) and also see Corollary 2.5.2. (Recall also that necessarily 1x1, = p(x) 
and [A], = p if ‘LI(A[p]) = {p}.) Th e constructions of 1 CL1 I and [ * 1. must (and can) be 
accompanied by inductive proofs of the following facts: 
(i) V’A, B E TER (A = p B * ‘%(A) = cU(B)), 
(ii) for some (unique) function cp: 
(1) Dom cp = Ter, 
(2) V_~E Ter cp(A) E B(A), 
(3) V’AE TYPcp(A) = SNnTER(A), 
(4) VAE M\TYPcp(A) = A(B,p) E Domcp(A).cp(AB), 
(5) V’A, B E TER(A =B B a q(A) = q(B)) 
(the recursive definition of 1.1. uses the clause [y], = cp(y) instead of [yA], = ... as 
in (3); after all this is equivalent), 
(iii) (*) as in Lemma 2.6.2 holds for all C E Ter. 
The well-definedness of [. 1. depends on Corollary 1.2.10. 
After these constructions and corresponding argumentations it can be shown that 
thwWlW[W IS an interpretation of Ter, indeed; the properties (3b) and (3~) as in 
Definition 2.2.1 can be settled by induction on terms. (A part of this result follows 
already from Example 2.2.2.) (:)%, I” and z a are uniquely determined by (1) and (2). 
‘$I 1 T6 follows by means of an inductive proof of (iii) as in 2.6.1; parts of this proof 
have already been anticipated by Lemma 2.6.2. 
The complete proof of the present lemma is rather technical (and depends on 
Section 1.4 again), but it is partly standard and not really difficult. 0 
Now S I= SN follows from Lemmas 2.4.2,2.6.3,2.5.3 byLemma 2.3.1. This completes 
the proof of Theorem 2.1.2. 0 
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